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Whether you are a private individual or a company, ROMACKcrane has the solution for your
general or specific needs. With our high-tech cranes, we can help you lift super heavy items
from 125K to 200T.

We are committed to revolutionizing the industries; we serve through experience, innovation,
and customer satisfaction.

  

To do so, we offer a comprehensive line of cranes including:

Double Girder cranes:

Double girder cranes are available with a huge range of customer options in capacities up to
200 tonnes. Double girder cranes give a better height of lift in a given headroom as the hook
travels between the beams. They are available in higher capacities than single girder and for
heavy duty applications they can be supplied with open winch hoists. [Read More]

Single Girder Cranes

Single girder cranes are designed to cover a wide range of modern industrial demands,
providing excellent value for money with no compromise on performance. Our single girder
cranes have reduced wheel loads, saving costs on new support structures and increased lifting
capacities on existing structures. [Read More]

Gantry Cranes

Our Gantry cranes are available in both single and double girder format. They are ideal for
outdoor applications where lifting facilities are provided without the cost of a building or any
supporting steelwork. They are also suited to indoor applications where existing building
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structures are not suitable to take overhead cranes, and where additional supporting steelwork
would result in a loss of floor area. [Read More]

Jib Cranes 

ROMACKcrane slewing jib cranes are available in a wide range of standard formats in
capacities from 125kg to 12500kg. Larger specially designed options are available on request.
ROMACKcrane offers two formats of jib crane, the pillar or post-mounted jib and the wall or
column mounted. Each of these may be equipped with chain hoists or wire rope hoists with the
additional options of electric travel and electric slewing gear. [Read More]

Explosion Proof Cranes

Explosion-protected cranes are needed on oil rigs, in gas liquefaction plants (LNG), in mines or
in the chemical industry: wherever explosive gases or dusts predominate. [Read More]

and also Special cranes for special usages:

There are some industrial processes which have such complex handling and safety
requirements that it is necessary to design cranes individually for specific applications.
ROMACKcrane offer long experience in special and custom-built cranes in areas as diverse as
handling the cores for a nuclear reactor, computer-controlled furnace charging, magnet cranes,
power station cranes and steelworks cranes. [Read More]

We also provide many other crane-related products such as:

    -  Wire Rope hoists ,
    -  Chain Hoists ,
    -  Heavy Duty Winches ,
    -  Conductor Rails ,
    -  and Runway Rails .
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